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NEW  
PAN-TRIBAL MAKES 
NEW APPOINTMENTS  
Colin Woods, CEO of new investment management business  
Pan-Tribal Asset Management, today announced the appointment of two 
Key Account Managers. 

 

David Myers and Matthew Mantle have been 
appointed Key Account Managers in Victoria and 
Queensland respectively. 
 
David Myers joins Pan-Tribal Asset Management 
(Pan-Tribal) from Equity Trustees, where he was 
the National Head of Distribution. He has 22 years’ 
experience in the financial services industry, and 
has worked for several of Australia’s largest 
financial services companies, including AXA and 
AMP. 
 
“David has a strong understanding of the financial 
planning industry; his knowledge of investments, 
superannuation, SMSFs and financial planning, 
coupled with his strong client focus, make him an 
ideal addition to the Pan-Tribal team,” said Woods. 
 
Matthew Mantle joins the Pan-Tribal team having 
spent the past 14 years in the financial services 
industry, most recently as an Investment Specialist 
within the Business Development Team at 
Colonial First State. 
 
“Matthews' passion, knowledge of investments and 
portfolio construction have resulted in him being 
widely acknowledge by his clients as 
someone who ‘truly adds value’,” said Woods. 
 

As Key Account Managers, David and Matthew 
will be responsible creating awareness and 
generating support for the recently launched Pan-
Tribal Global Equity Fund, by interacting with a 
range of industry stakeholders. These include 
researchers, financial advisers, dealer groups and 
platforms. The Pan-Tribal Global Equity Fund was 
launched in November 2014 and is managed by 
Davis Advisors in New York. 
 
“I am pleased to have been able to recruit two high 
calibre individuals; from such respected and 
established organisations. It is also pleasing that 
Pan-Tribal proved such a compelling opportunity 
to such experienced and highly regarded financial 
services professionals…..now for Sydney!” said 
Woods. 
 
 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

Please contact: 

Colin Woods – CEO 

Pan-Tribal Asset Management 

colinwoods@pantribal.com.au 

0410 499 357 
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ABOUT PAN-TRIBAL ASSET MANAGEMENT 

The philosophy underpinning Pan-Tribal Asset Management (Pan-Tribal) is to create wealth for investors by 
sourcing the best financial products from the best investment managers worldwide, and backing that with first-
rate service and support.  

A client-centric focus is at the heart of the business – this flows from Pan-Tribal through to the investment 
managers we partner with.  

We intend to build Pan-Tribal’s product offering around clients' greatest needs, to provide breadth of asset 
management capabilities across a range of asset classes and investment strategies.  

To do this, an extensive global search and selection process has been underway to identify talented asset 
managers that offer quality products differentiated from those already available to Australian investors. 

This focus on delivering a range of quality financial products by partnering with the world’s best is 
encapsulated in our name....the bringing together of a diverse range of quality investment managers and 
financial products. 

 
 
 
 


